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Abstract—We describe a presentation content retrieval
method involving the semantic ranking of target slides based
on the relations between slides related to a user query. This
method uses a conceptual structure of the conceptual relation-
ship implicitly existing between keywords extracted from the
slide text and the presentational structure of indents in the
slide text. At present, many presentation files are shared over
the Web by many universities through their own public sites.
Although these files are useful and valuable to many potential
students, the fact that such files have to be retrieved for self-
learning purposes means that there is still a lack of support
for self-learners to find the desired slides on a priority basis,
i.e, on the basis of importance and urgency of requirement of
the desired file. Our noble semantic ranking method helps a
user to easily learn through slides, focusing on either highly
detailed slides or introductory slides in an order related to
the user query. We also present a prototype system supported
by our method for slide ranking and evaluate its effectiveness
through experiments.

Keywords-multimedia, e-learning, presentation content re-
trieval, slide ranking, conceptual relationship

I. I NTRODUCTION

Free online presentation contents often provide lecture
slides. At present, a considerable amount of lecture material
is shared on websites such as SlideShare1 and MPMeister
2. Thus, not only students who missed a lecture but also
those interested in the topic being discussed in the lecture
can review the lecture and study its content on their own
at their convenience. When a user asks a query, he or she
must know the query well in order to retrieve the required
lecture slides on the basis of the matching keywords. If the
keywords in a query tend to appear many times, there could
be a possibility that many irrelevant slides will be retrieved.
A simple keyword retrieval method cannot retrieve relevant
slides on the basis of a query; therefore, this method makes
it difficult to obtain an appropriate retrieval result.

Moreover, one of the important functions necessary for
archiving presentation slides is to be able to retrieve desired
slides, which are the important slides retrieved by the given
keywords. In fact, for the benefit of the users, it is very
important that certain keywords are supported, which will

1http://www.slideshare.net/
2http://www.ricoh.co.jp/mpmeister/
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help them retrieve important slides; however, only retriev-
ing the important slides on the basis of certain keywords
can destroy the relations between slides containing these
keywords will trend to lose the context that cannot help
users’ understanding. We need to retrieve appropriate slides
of users desiring to learn some concepts represented by the
query, easily.

Retrieving slides to meet users’ requirements can be
mainly achieved by (1) understanding the relation between
slides in terms of a user query and (2) ranking the retrieved
slides on the basis of the relation between slides related to
the query. We find that a semantic relationship implicitly
exists between keywords extracted from a slide text. Then,
we derive a conceptual structure by using the relationship
existing between keywords extracted from the slide text.
On the other hand, the usage of keywords in the slide
differs depending on the manufacturer. Then, we derive
a presentational structure by focusing on certain features
of the slides, such as the level position information of
indents in the slide text. Thus, it would be necessary to
use the conceptual structure and presentational structure to
determine the relations between slides in terms of keywords.

Some presentation slides may be related to other slides
in terms of detailed relation or generalized relation. For
example, the explanation provided in slidey on “cucumber
and gherkin of the cucurbitaceous vegetable” is more likely
to be a detailed one than a general one provided in slidex
on “vegetable”. Therefore, we considered that the relation
between slidex and slidey is a detailed relation in terms
of “vegetable” (see Figure 1).

Thus, we analyze the relationship existing between key-
words and how the keywords vary in different level position
of indents in the slide related to a query. We define the



conceptual structure of keywords extracted from the slide
text by using the conceptual dictionary WordNet [1], and
we define the presentational structure of indents in the slide
text. In addition, we provide two measures for ranking slides
on the basis of the relations between slides related to a query.
As mentioned above, we believed that an efficient presen-
tation content retrieval engine would retrieve the slides that
provided relevant information about the query and rank the
retrieved slides on the basis of different measures.

The next section reviews related work. Section 3 explains
the conceptual relationship and presentational structure and
mathematically determines the relations between slides. Sec-
tion 4 describes the ranking measures for retrieving slides,
and Section 5 explains and evaluates our prototype system.
Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions of this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Most of the research related to academic contents has
focused on retrieval of slides from presentation contents.
Yokota et al. [2] proposed a system termed Unified Presenta-
tion Slide Retrieval by Impression Search Engine (UPRISE)
for retrieving a sequence of desired presentation slides from
archives containing a combination of slides and videos.
Kobayashi et al. [3] proposed a method of using laser
pointer information for retrieving scenes of a lecture by
UPRISE. Le et al. [4] proposed a method for extracting
important scenes for automatically generating digests from
the recorded presentation videos. Their method extracts
important scenes from unified content on the basis of the
metadata features of a single medium or two heterogeneous
media. Our objectives are to retrieve users’ desired slides
effectively by determining the relations between slides in
terms of user queries and to rank the retrieved slides in
order on the basis of the relevance of these retrieved slides by
using the relations between slides related to the user queries.

Kitayama et al. [5] proposed a method for extracting
scenes on the basis of their relations and roles. Wang et al.
[6] presented a method for automatically generating learning
channels by using the semantic relations that implicitly exist
in slides of a lecture that has an accompanying recorded
video. These researches are similar to our research, where
a method for retrieving desired slides using the relations
between slides is proposed. However, we not only use se-
mantic relations for slide retrieval but also focus on ranking
the retrieved slides on the basis of the relations between
slides.

Tanaka et al. [7] focused on the manipulation of complex
objects and introduced the concept of “element-based” gen-
eralization relationships between complex objects and two
new abstraction operators, namely, reduction and unification
operators. Lan et al. [8] presented a theoretical framework
for ranking the retrieved slides and demonstrated a method
to perform generalization analysis of list-wise ranking algo-
rithms using the framework. In our approach, however, we

focused on conceptual relationships including generalization
relationships between keywords in the slide text and utilized
indents in the slide containing the keywords. Then, we
determined the relation between slides and the keywords
in order to retrieve the desired slides, and we ranked the
algorithm on the basis of measures of relevance of the
retrieved slides, i.e., whether the slides contained detailed
information (DETAIL) or whether they contained general
information (GENERALITY).

III. C ONCEPTUAL RELATIONSHIP AND

PRESENTATIONAL STRUCTURE

A. Basic Concept

We consider that a semantic relationship implicitly exists
between keywords extracted from the slide text. In particular,
this conceptual relationship is called an is-a relationship [9],
[10] and is used as a basis of the semantic relationship
between keywords. “X subsumes Y, or Y is-subsumed-by X”
(Y is-a X) usually means that concept Y is a specialization
of concept X, and concept X is a generalization of concept
Y. For example, a “fruit” is a generalization of an “apple”, an
“orange”, a “mango”, and many other fruits, i.e., an apple
is a fruit (apple is-a fruit). Therefore, we can say that a
conceptual structure consists of an is-a relationship between
keywords are extracted using WordNet [1].

We define a presentational structure on the basis of indents
in the slide text. The slide title (1st level indent) is the upper
level. The first item of the text is on the 2nd level, and
subitems deepen with the level of indentation (3rd level, 4th
level, and so on). Indents outside the text, such as figures
or tables, are on the average level of the slide. If a given
keyword appears in the title of the slide or in less-indented
lines, we implicitly assume that the lower-level indented
keywords are supplementary and they explain the upper-level
keywords. Therefore, the conceptual relationship between
keywords and the level position information of indents in a
slide should be considered for slide retrieval.

B. Determination of Relation Types

We define a basic slide and other slides that have specific
relations as being conceptually related to the basic slide
through one of the two types of relations:detailed and
generalized relations. If a slide has a detailed relation with
the other slides, we call this slide a detailed slide. Further,
if a slide has a generalized relation with the other slides, we
call this slide a generalized slide.

This section explains the manner in which the types of
relations are determined. Letx be the number of a basic
slide, andy be the number of a slide we want to retrieve.
Slidex contains keywordski andkm. The types of relations
are determined for all slides for keywordq in a user query.
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1) Determination of Detailed Relation:If a slide has
more information about a user query than the basic slide, its
relation with the basic slide is adetailed one. We explain the
determination ofdetailed slides by using the query keyword
q present in the basic slidex and the slidey, which needs to
be retrieved. Figure 2 shows an example of determining the
detailed relations between slidex and slidey for a query
on a “vegetable”.

When the query keywordq and other keywords in thexth
slide and theyth slide conform to certain conditions, theyth
slide is determined to be the detailed slide of thexth slide.
This is becauseq appears more frequently in theyth slide
than it does in thexth slide.

Kg(x, q) = {ki|ki ∈ x, level(q) ≥ level(ki), q is-a ki} (1)

Ks(x, q) = {km|km ∈ x, level(q) < level(km), km is-a q} (2)

WhereKg(x, q) is a set of keywords in thexth slide such
that their level positions are not lower than the level position
of q in the presentational structure, andq is-a each one of
them in the conceptual structure. In Eq. (1),ki belongs to the
set of keywordsKg(x, q) in the xth slide and that its level
position is not lower than that ofq in the presentational
structure, andq is-a ki in the conceptual structure. In
our method, we extract the conceptual structure as a tree-
shaped structure. In general, an is-a relationship between
keywords is equivalent to a parent-child relationship, and our
method is susceptible to an is-a relationship as a descendent
relationship.Ks(x, q) is a set of keywords in thexth slide,
and their level positions are lower than the level position of
q in the presentational structure, and each keyword is-aq in
the conceptual structure. In Eq. (2),km belongs to the set of
keywordsKs(x, q) in thexth slide and that its level position
is lower than that ofq in the presentational structure, and
ki is-a q in the conceptual structure.

|Kg(x, q)| + 1
|Ks(x, q)| + 1

>
|Kg(y, q)| + 1
|Ks(y, q)| + 1

(3)

Where the function| Kg(x, q) | extracts the total number of
ki in Kg(x, q), and | Ks(x, q) | extracts the total number
of km in Ks(x, q) in the xth slide.Kg(y, q) is also a set of

keywords in theyth slide, satisfying the same conditions of
Kg(x, q) by Eq. (1), andKs(y, q) is a set of keywords in
the yth slide, satisfying the same conditions ofKs(x, q) by
Eq. (2). Thus, Eq. (3) can be used to calculate the ratio of
| Kg(x, q) | to | Ks(x, q) | for the xth slide and the ratio
of | Kg(y, q) | to | Ks(y, q) | for the yth slide. If the ratio
calculated for thexth slide is higher than that calculated for
the yth slide by Eq. (3), theyth slide is determined to be
the detailed slide of thexth slide with regard toq.

2) Determination of Generalized Relation:If a slide
contains content about the query in the outline given in a
generalized slide, it is described in relation to the basic
slide. We explain the determination ofgeneralized slides
by using the query keywordq present in the basic slidex
and slidey, which needs to be retrieved.

|Kg(x, q)| + 1
|Ks(x, q)| + 1

<
|Kg(y, q)| + 1
|Ks(y, q)| + 1

(4)

When the query keywordq and other keywords in thexth
slide and theyth slide conform to Eqs. (1), (2), and (4), then
the yth slide is determined to be a generalized slide of the
xth slide. This is becauseq appears more frequently in the
yth slide than it does in thexth slide. Eq. (4) can be used
to calculate the ratio of| Kg(x, q) | to | Ks(x, q) | for the
xth slide and the ratio of| Kg(y, q) | to | Ks(y, q) | for
the yth slide. When the ratio calculated for thexth slide is
lower than that calculated for theyth slide by Eq. (4), the
yth slide is determined to be the generalized slide of thexth
slide with regard toq.

As can be seen, the detailed and generalized slides are
functionally interchangeable, whereas a basic slide is a
generalized slide from the viewpoint of a detailed slide.

IV. RANKING OF RETRIEVED SLIDES

Our proposed method retrieves slides by determining the
relations between slides about a user query. It is also difficult
for users to understand the relevance of the retrieved slides
in relation to a query. Therefore, we consider the users in
the different levels of understanding that they have different
desires on the retrieved slides in terms of the query. In
this paper, our method provides two types of semantic
rankings that focus on two measures, namely,DETAIL and
GENERALITY . This section describes how to calculate
the degrees of these two measures for ranking slides on the
basis of the relations between slides related to a query by
using the conceptual structure and presentational structure.

A. Slide Ranking based on the Measure of DETAIL

In an order of retrieved slides providing detialed informa-
tion in terms of a user query, the user must have a deep
understanding of the desired slides related to the query.
Then, slide ranking by using the measure ofDETAIL
can aid the user to understand the query with a detailed
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explanation well. If a slide provides detailed information
regarding a query as compared to that provided by other
slides, this slide is known as a specific slide, and it provides
specific explanation about other slides with a high degree of
DETAIL. As shown in Figure 3, slidex has a detailed re-
lation with other slides in terms of the content on “produce”
and “vegetable” related to the query keyword “vegetable”.
We consider the function of the degree ofDETAIL using
the following indicators.

• The number of the target slidex has a detailed relation
with the generalized slideG(x, q) with regard to the
query keywordq.

• The generalized keywordkc of q (meansq is-a kc) in
x is extracted from the conceptual structure.

• The intensity ofkc and q is expressed in terms of
the distance between the position ofkc and q in the
conceptual structure.

• The distance betweenx and G(x, q) for q indicates
the number of detailed relations existing betweenx
and G(x, q); the distance betweenx and G(x, kc) for
kc indicates the number of detailed relations existing
betweenx andG(x, kc).

We described these indicators as follows. Ifx has a detailed
relation with G(x, kc) with regard tokc, we can say that
x includes detailed specific information regardingq. If the
distance between the position ofkc and q is short in the
conceptual structure, then the intensity ofkc and q is high
such that the value of relevance ofx andG(x, kc) is high.
Further, if the number ofG(x, q) andG(x, kc) is large and
the number of detailed relations betweenx andG(x, q) with
regard toq or that betweenx and G(x, kc) with regard to
kc is large, then the distance between them is long such that
the value ofDETAIL of x is high.

The function of the degree ofDETAIL is expressed as

det V al =
∑
q∈x

G(x, q) × dist(x,G(x, q)) +

∑
kc∈x, q is−a kc

G(x, kc) × dist(x,G(x, kc))
pos(q) − pos(kc) + 1

(5)
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whereG(x, q) that extracts the number ofx has a detailed
relation ofG(x, q) with regard toq. Further,dist(x,G(x, q))
is the distance betweenx and G(x, q) with regard toq
that extracts the number of detailed relations betweenx and
G(x, q). Then, the function

∑
q∈x G(x, q)×dist(x,G(x, q))

calculates the relevance ofx and G(x, q) with regard to
q. If G(x, q) and dist(x,G(x, q)) are large, the value of
detail betweenx andG(x, q) is high. It should be noted that
G(x, kc) that extracts the number ofx has a detailed relation
of G(x, kc) aboutkc with regard toq. The functionpos(q)−
pos(kc) + 1 is the intensity ofkc and q that extracts the
distance between the position ofkc andq in the conceptual
structure. Further, the functiondist(x,G(x, kc)) extracts the
distance betweenx andG(x, kc) in terms of the number of
detailed relations betweenx and G(x, kc). Then, the func-
tion

∑
kc∈x, q is−a kc

G(x, kc)×dist(x, G(x, kc))/pos(q)−
pos(kc) + 1 calculates the relevance ofx andG(x, kc) for
kc with regard toq. If pos(q) − pos(kc) + 1 is small, the
value of relevance ofkc and q is high. If G(x, kc) and
dist(x,G(x, kc)) are large, the degree ofDETAIL of x
is high.

B. Slide Ranking based on the Measure of GENERALITY

In an order of retrieved slides providing general infor-
mation in terms of a user query, the user must easily
grasping the general-content of the desired slides related to
the query. Then, slide ranking on the basis of the measure of
GENERALITY can aid the user to obtain a generalized
explanation about the query, easily. If a slide provides
general information regarding a query as compared to that
provided by other slides, this slide is known as a general
slide, and it provides explanation about other slides with a
high degree ofGENERALITY . As shown in Figure 4,
slide x has a generalized relation with other slides in terms
of the content on “vegetable” and “greens” related to the
query keyword “vegetable”. We consider the function of the
degree ofGENERALITY using the following indicators.

• The number of target slidex has a generalized relation
with the detailed slideD(x, q) with regard to the query
q.



• The specified keywordkp of q (meanskp is-a q) in x
is extracted from the conceptual structure.

• The intensity ofkp and q is expressed in terms of
the distance between the position ofkp and q in the
conceptual structure.

• The distance betweenx andD(x, q) for q indicates the
number of generalized relations existing betweenx and
D(x, q); the distance betweenx and D(x, kp) for kp

indicates the number of generalized relations existing
betweenx andD(x, kp).

We described these indicators as follows. Ifx has a general-
ized relation ofD(x, kp) with regard tokp, we can say that
x includes general information regardingq. If the distance
between the position ofkp andq is short in the conceptual
structure, then the intensity ofkp andq is high such that the
value of relevance ofx andD(x, kp) is high. Further, if the
number ofD(x, q) andD(x, kp) is large and the number of
generalized relations betweenx andD(x, q) with regard to
q or that betweenx andD(x, kp) with regard tokp is large,
then the distance between them is long such that the value
of GENERALITY of x is high.

The function of the degree ofGENERALITY is ex-
pressed as

gen V al =
∑
q∈x

D(x, q) × dist(x,D(x, q)) +

∑
kp∈x, kp is−a q

D(x, kp) × dist(x,D(x, kp))
pos(kp) − pos(q) + 1

(6)

where D(x, q) that extracts the number ofx has a gen-
eralized relation ofD(x, q) with regard to q. Further,
dist(x,D(x, q)) is the distance betweenx andD(x, q) with
regard toq that extracts the number of generalized relations
betweenx andD(x, q). Then, the function

∑
q∈x D(x, q)×

dist(x,D(x, q)) calculates the relevance ofx and D(x, q)
with regard toq. If D(x, q) anddist(x,D(x, q)) are large,
the value of generality betweenx and D(x, q) is high. It
should be noted thatD(x, kp) that extracts the number of
x has a generalized relation ofD(x, kp) about kp with
regard to q. The function pos(kp) − pos(q) + 1 is the
intensity ofkp andq that extracts the distance between the
position of kp and q in the keyword conceptual structure.
Further, the functiondist(x,D(x, kp)) extracts the distance
betweenx andD(x, kp) in terms of the number of general-
ized relations betweenx and D(x, kp). Then, the function∑

kp∈x, kp is−a q D(x, kp) × dist(x,D(x, kp))/pos(kp) −
pos(q)+1 calculates the relevance ofx andD(x, kp) about
kp with regard toq. If pos(kp) − pos(q) + 1 is small, the
value of the relevance ofkp andq is high. If D(x, kp) and
dist(x,D(x, kp)) are large, the degree ofGENERALITY
of x is high.

As can be seen, our method for retrieving users’ desired
slides and ranking the retrieved slides into two types fo-
cusses on different measures and can satisfy users’ demands.

Ranking based on DETAIL Ranking based on GENERALITY
Figure 5. Screenshot of prototype system

V. EVALUATION

A. Prototype System

We developed a prototype system to support a presentation
content retrieval engine (see Figure 5) in Microsoft Visual
Studio 2008 C#. This prototype implements the determina-
tion part and the output part. In the determination part, all
types of relations between slides are determined on the basis
of the conceptual structure by using WordNet [1] extracts
is-a relationship between keywords and the presentational
structure by using the level position information about
keywords in the slide. Further, slide rankings are determined
by calculating the two degrees of measures on the basis of
the relations between slides related to a query. The terms
in the slides are extracted using a morphological analyzer
Mecab3, which is in SlothLib4 [11]. Using this system, a
user can select the presentation content for studying. When
the user enters a query of interest in the textbox and presses
the “Search” button, the retrieved slides in two ranking types
are presented in the output part.

B. Experiment 1: Validity of Determining Relation Types

There were five subjects freely described the relations
existing between two slides, and they assessed 155 sets of
two slides containing any keywords sampled at random from
4 real presentation contents5. Table I lists the results of
determining the classification. The vertical column shows the
results obtained using the proposed system, the horizontal
rows show the correct answers given by the subjects. We
evaluated the coverage calculated using the slide set, which
was determined to be any slide type identified by our
system. Theothers cannot be determined by our system.
The coverage reached a low of 63.6% by using our method.
We therefore considered that the relation between content

3http://mecab.sourceforge.net/
4http://www.dl.kuis.kyoto-u.ac.jp/slothlib/
5DBSJ Archives:

http://www.dbsj.org/Japanese/Archives/archivesIndex.html



Table I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Results determined using our system
detailed relation generalized relation others

Correct detailed relation 74 9 35
generalized relation 28 34 25

answers others 5 5 44

Table II
RESULTS OF RELATIONS BETWEEN SLIDES

detailed relation generalized relation all

Precision 69.2% 70.8% 69.7%
(74/107) (34/48) (108/155)

Recall 58.3% 37.2% 50.7%
(74/127) (34/86) (108/213)

F-measure 0.63 0.51 0.59

in presentations could not be expressed comprehensively
only by using our method. This experiment confirmed the
relations between slides containing any keyword could be
cover by using the concept of relation types. We should
improve the definitions ofdetailed or generalized, because
they include a parallel relation and an instance relation;
however, they were not frequent that difficult to define. In
our method, we focused ondetailed or generalized, and we
expanded it to determine other types as semantic relations.

In addition, we evaluated the validity of the rules for
determining the two types of relations defined by our method
by precision and recall using the results obtained with the
system and the results obtained from subjects who gave
correct answers. The results of the relations between slides
are listed in Table II. The recall ofdetailed or generalized
was low, and many correct answers are detected to no
relations by our method. We consider that the limitation of
WordNet [1] is one factor that may cause the recall to be
low. Although WordNet [1] is a large lexical database, it does
not necessarily contain all concepts about any experimental
keyword. Further, in the case ofgeneralized, even if the
same slide set is considered, subjects’ answers differ from
being “generalized” and “parallel”. If subjects answered
“generalized”, it means that they can understand the content
well. However, if the subjects answered “parallel”, it means
that they understudied that slides have a relation at a
minimum. We considergeneralized to be effective when
a user can understand that the slides have a relation at a
minimum, but cannot determine the relation types.

This experiment confirmed that slides in the academic
content have some kinds of relations between each other. Our
proposed relations might provide an appropriate definition
of using the conceptual relationship between keywords and
the presentational structure of indents. Further, we believe
that a considerable number of slides in the academic content
provide detailed explainations. However, we should use an
enhanced method for extracting the conceptual relationship

between keywords; this method should not involve the use
of WordNet [1] only, such as involving the use of a large
ontology construction from Wikipedia.

C. Experiment 2: Validity of Ranking Types

We showed the subjects the following two query key-
words: “pattern” in 6 retrieved slides and “relationship” in 4
retrieved slides, which were derived from 2 real presentation
contents used in Experiment 1. Then, we let them rank the
slides with regard to “pattern” and “relationship” in the
order of degree of detail and generalization, respectively.
For each query keyword, we then calculated the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient between the subject rankings
and our method rankings. The Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient ranges from -1 to 1, where -1 indicates that two
rankings are completely reverse whereas 1 indicates that the
rankings are exactly the same.

The experimental results are listed in Table III. Six
subjects, i.e., A to F, participated in this experiment. We
can see that the degrees of our proposed measures, i.e.,
DETAIL and GENERALITY , are greater than 0 and
that on an average, the measure determined by the subjects,
i.e., DETAIL, shows the best performance. These results
indicate that our proposed method that takes into account
the relation between slides about the query based on the
conceptual relationship between keywords and the presen-
tation structure of indents can be successfully applied to
the presentation content retrieval engine on the basis of se-
mantic rankings. However, the degree ofGENERALITY
on an average was low here. We calculated the degree
of GENERALITY by using thegeneralized relation
between slides with regard to the query and the specified
keyword of the query. In particular, the degree determined
by subject D was too low. We consider that it is difficult for
subject D to ascertain the specified keywords of the query
in the retrieved slides, which may reduce the performance.
Although a slide has ageneralized relation with other
retrieved slides with regard to the query and it contains many
specified keywords of the query that has ageneralized
relation with other slides that were not retrieved, the spec-
ified keywords of the query were unknown by a subject. It
can be seen that our method can extract many concepts of
the query by effectively using the conceptual relationships
between keywords. From the results of this experiment, we
find that we have to improve the determination of the ranking
algorithm by using the relations between slides containing



Table III
COMPARISON BETWEEN THESPEARMAN’ S RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED BY SUBJECT EVALUATION AND OUR METHOD

Query keyword Ranking type Subjects Average
A B C D E F

Pattern DETAIL 0.7714 0.6286 0.8 0.8 0.6286 0.7714 0.7333
Relationship GENERALITY 0.8 0.8 0.2 -0.4 0.6 0.4 0.4

keywords and the conceptual relationship between keywords.
Moreover, we need to use an enhanced method for extracting
the conceptual relationship between keywords.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed a presentation content retrieval engine
that uses the conceptual relationship and presentational
structure. The slide ranking method is used to retrieve
slides and rank the retrieved slides on the basis of the
relations between slides with regard to a user query. The
type of relation is determined on the basis of the conceptual
structure consisting of a conceptual relationship between
keywords and the presentational structure such as indents in
the slide text of keywords. Thus, users use the presentation
content retrieval engine to retrieve desired slides by way
of a query that has relevance to the retrieved slides and
rank the retrieved slides on the basis of two measures.
Moreover, we have also developed a prototype system and
evaluated it using actual presentation data. We confirmed an
improvement in the coverage of the types of relations and
their definitions and the validity of slide rankings by using
the relations between slides related to the query.

In future, we intend to improve the algorithm to deter-
mine the relations between slides in order to calculate the
measures of slide rankings. Therefore, we intend to evaluate
the effectiveness of our approach to rank the retrieved slides
with a large set of actual academic contents. Furthermore,
our method can enhance the retrieval technique that would
be useful for a user if he or she asks a query that includes two
and more keywords; we have to determine the relationship
between keywords in the query to retrieve the user’s desired
slides by analyzing the relevance of the queried keywords
and develop other measures for ranking slides.
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